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The Love Your Bike 
campaign is based in 
Greater Manchester. We 
aim to promote cycling 
and to help make it an 
attractive, accessible and 
fun way to get around. 
Cycling is far more than a 
leisure activity: it is the 
low-carbon transport of 
the future. Co-ordinated 
by Manchester Friends of 
the Earth, we work 
closely with other like-
minded organisations. 
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Changing Visions: 2005 - 2015 

Cycling is now established as an attractive option 
for commuters, supported by our Velocity 
programme to transform Greater Manchester into 
a cycle city by 2025. 

A larger and more densely developed city centre 
will be attractive and easy to walk and cycle 
around, with limited car use in the central area 
and all vehicles entering it being low or zero-
emission. Poor air quality from traffic pollution 
will be a thing of the past. 
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Welcome to Greater Manchester 

“This is Manchester. We do things differently here.”  Anthony H Wilson 
 
“Manchester has everything except a beach." Ian Brown  
(Stone Roses) 
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The 2025 Vision  

We aim to double, and double 
again the proportion of trips made 
by bicycle, whether that’s 
commuting, utility or recreational 
cycling, through an unprecedented, 
long range programme of 
investment in cycling infrastructure 
for the city. The vision we set out 
for Vélocity 2025 supports the 
targets in the All Party 
Parliamentary Cycling Group ‘Get 
Britain Cycling’. 
 
...We want to see the proportion of 
trips by bicycle increase to 10% 
over the next 12 years, which we 
believe is achievable alongside 
additional Government funding. 
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Velocity 2025 – achievable target? 

Data and images from DataShine census 
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Velocity 2025 – achievable target? 

Data and images from DataShine census 
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Practical support.  Necessary, but not sufficient 
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Progress (1) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Identifies 5 key criteria for cycle 
infrastructure: Coherence, 
Directness, Attractiveness, Safety, 
Comfort. 

Also states: “ it is not acceptable to 
leave gaps in cycle route 
provision” 
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Progress (2) Beginning to change planning and cycle design 
policies. 



• Bicycles with trailers for children or deliveries  
• Tricycles, including those used by some disabled people  
• Tandems with two or more seats  
• Purpose built cycles for disabled people e.g. hand cycles  
• Recumbent bicycles  
• Cargo bikes (for carrying goods or children)  
• Small-wheeled foldable bicycles  

Challenge 1: Will our designs enable these people to use the route(s)? 
 
People using non-standard types of bicycles should not be excluded from using cycle 
infrastructure through lack of consideration for their needs at the design stage. 
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Challenge 2: Cycle storage and parking. 

!  If we want people to cycle we need to 
provide secure and safe cycle storage: 
residential, work, retail and public realm. 

!  "Minimum standard for cycle parking 
provision" is 1 cycle parking space per 400 
square metres (minimum of 2).  

(GM Cycle Parking guidance: For office building type 
developments. Type A2) 

!  Greater Manchester Police have adopted 
York City Council guidance. All new office 
buildings to provide 1 space per 55 
square metres.  

!  Manchester City Council: No guidance on 
residential (terraced, semi-detached or 
detached properties) 
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Common themes from European cities 
with high levels of journeys by bicycle 

 
      

In a comparison of 10 of the top cycling cities in 
Europe: 
8 of the 10 have separated cycle facilities as 
standard, and  
9 out of 10 have bicycle parking/storage as an 
important cycling policy theme. 

Bicycle policies of the European principals: continuous and 
integral, Fietsberaad, 2010. Page 115, Comparison of the ten cities 
in quality of bicycle network and bicycle parking facilities.  
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One possible solution: On-street cycle storage for 
residents living in terraces, flats & apartments 
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Challenge 2: Integration with public transport?  
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    Research carried out by sustainable transport charity Sustrans shows that 
between the 2011/2012 financial year and 2014/2015, that level of 
investment averaged only £4.21. 2015 looks like being the start of a sharp 
decline that will see funding drop below below £1 per person by 2018/2019.  
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Challenge 3: “We don't have funding for cycling...” 



Where is the 'income stream' from cycling? 

Research undertaken for the City of Copenhagen 
Bicycle Account suggests that: 

 “When a person chooses to cycle this is a 
clear gain for society of DKK 1.22 (13pence) 
per cycled kilometre. Conversely, society 
suffers a net loss of DKK 0.69 (8pence) per 
kilometre driven by car.”  
Economic evaluation of cycle projects - methodology and unit 
prices. (Summary)  
. 
   



Back of an envelope: 'income stream' for cycling 

25,769 people cycle to work in Greater Manchester (2011 Census).    
Using Copenhagen per cycled kilometre figures & following 

assumptions:  
 
!  people cycle 5km each way to work, 5 days a week,47 weeks per 

year 
 
Current cycling commuters create community benefits of £7.8 

million and reduce the dis-benefits by £4.8 million per year.  
 
Achieving Velocity 2025 objectives would see 103,076 people 

cycling to work. An additional 77,307 people cycling to work.  
 
Repeating the above calculations: A possible additional community 

gain of £23.6 million per year. The reduced dis-benefits could be 
£14.5 million.  
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So how good is Greater Manchester for cycling? 
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So how do we get there?  Demand the Possible! 
Good$planning$for$cycling$
*"Planning:"cycle"storage"and"parking"
*"Planning"gain"objec6ves"(missing""""
developer"contribu6on"opportuni6es)"
*"Increase"permeability"
*"Reduce"speeds"(20mph)"
*"Adopt"best"design"prac6ce"
*"Cycling"Route"Audit"tool"
Strategic$$
*"Public"poli6cal"leadership"
*"LongDterm"funding"structure"
*"We"need"a"(longDterm)"Plan"
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    Thank you for listening. 
 

Questions 
 

Pete Abel   pete@manchesterfoe.org.uk 
www.loveyourbike.org 
@gmloveyourbike   


